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the ikena forensic video enhancement package has advanced technology that can quickly and accurately enhance digital images and video files, even from low-quality media such as body cameras. the ikena forensic video enhancement package includes all of the tools you need to enhance and analyze digital images and video files, including the new video
stabilization and radial distortion filters. you can also view the results of the enhancement process on the computer screen while still in the ikena video enhancement workflow interface. another innovative feature is the fact that the results of your enhancement are never saved to the hard drive. with the new ikena forensic 6.0, you can immediately view your
enhancements on the computer screen while still in the ikena video enhancement workflow interface, making it much easier to review the results. you can also stop and start ikena forensic at any time to see how much more you can accomplish in the same amount of time. ikena forensic 6.0 is one of the few applications (or perhaps one of the only one) that
can handle high-quality h.264 video footage from various media formats, including mobile devices. it is not limited to hd - - it can process any footage you throw at it - - even sd. ikena forensic is designed to extract the best possible video from a damaged or corrupted source. this tool was designed for law enforcement, military, security, and government to
detect, analyze, and extract video evidence from all types of media including: hard drives, cds, dvds, video tapes, and digital media. ikena forensic 6.0 is the only video extraction software that is designed to extract video evidence from the most difficult-to-view media, including damaged media and media which has been altered or tampered with.
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